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War does not produce poets, any more than 
it produces artists or compoaers. On the 
contrary- it produces conditions 1ni'1n1te• 
ly hostile to art. All serious poetry is 
anti-war poetry.l 
Modern war does not create the proper atmosphere for 
the production of great poetry. In fact, it creates con-
ditions so perverse to the writers of poetry that it is 
. actually remaPkable that anything is ever written during 
such a time. 
Although the opinion expressed above may seem out of 
place to some,. the truth of such a statement is fully justi• 
fied 1n light of the unanimous outburs-ts by the living poets. 
Wilfred Owen, Jolni Berryman, Siegfriied Sas-soon, E. E. Cum-
mings, Edwin Muir, Geoffrey Grigson, John Manl!'old:1 Richard 
Eberhart, Dylan Thomas, Wallace Stevens, Mark Van Doren, 
Vernon Watkins, and Julian Symons, in one way or another, 
have expressed their intense disgust for the situations brought 
about by wa:r.2 Other poets still living have similarly ex-
pressed themselves, Not one poet, that can: rightfully be call-
ed a poet., has prof'ited by .war-. Many of them· feel that the 
subject of war is exhausted, as far as poetry is concerned. 
As Gaven Ewart says, 
loacar. Williama, ed., The War Poets, p. 22. 
2oaoar Williams., ed., A Little Treasury of Modern Poetxz;, 
PP• 814-821. 
1 
War poetry has ceased to be written since the 
First World Wal' because the subject was by 
then wom out., Everything written since is 
more ·or leas repetition. The situations have 
not changed to any appreciable amount. The 
deati-uct1ve efficiency of the World War II 
weapons 1s greater no doubt but the poet can• 
not build great poems around this .fact,. The 
modern poet is tirec:I o.f warJ he seeks subjeets 
which are not so large nor loom so neal'.3 
2 
Among the first poems to be written were those which 
could rightly be considered "war" poems 1n that they treated 
some phase of war. Even as .far back as the 21st century be-
fore Christ e\lllei.form tablets were discovered which contained 
the so-called "Gilgamesh Epic•" a poem about the heroic deeds 
o.f the mythical King _Gilgameah. At -this primitive stage the 
poetry of war was optimistic 1n the i'ullest sense. The poet 
seemed to extol the slaughtered f'ighters and enjoy the minute 
details o.f a dying soldier's actions. This tendency continued 
on through llomer'a epics about Achilles and Odysseus and• to 
a decreasing extent, until after the immortal Battle of Crecy. 
when armored .knights were replaced on the battlefield by .foot 
soldiers. The poetle shouts of triumph began to change. 
While war was conducted more or less by professional 
fighting men and there was 'an opportunity for indi viduality. 
poetey could be written somewhat successfully as is demon-
,· strated b,- such p~lU .. ·a~ ;.,'l'be Battie' of Maldon" and "The 
Battle of Brunnanburg," both written in the 10th century. 
But as methods 1n fighting changed• and more and more clvil-
lana entered into the con1'11et• poets .found it harder and 
harder to compose good poetry. In the new scheme of things 
3w1111ams. ed •• The War Poets. p. 28. 
3 
the root soldier found himself a very small and unimportant tar-
get 1n the battles where the armored knight had been a major 
unit. The tun. i.f s-uch it oan be called• was taken out of war. 
Death waa much more sudden. and the chances ror heroism were 
limited.. Much of the glamor and prestige was removed. " \-Jar 
ls hell" was a oonm1on phrase during the two world wars. N_o 
clearer description or the unattrs.ct1veness of ·modern · war can 
be eonee!ved than the preface. to a volume of war poems written 
by a var poet.: 
One day I looked out over the countryside 
.from the height of Verdun. As far as eye could 
see, , .devastation! Only a few stumps along the 
rl'Yer Meuse where was once .a .forest. Only a 
sea fl.e mud where once were green fields and 1'er-
tile f'arma. Only a f ew white heaps of powder 
where once were villages. Barbed ware with barbs 
as big as penknives, and trenches with 11pa as 
scarlet as the poppies that bloomed once in 
pleasant, peac~ful dooeyards. And there I made 
a vow. Another day at Chateau Thierry they 
said a little boy had been killed. And there I 
made a vow. Another time I stood in what used 
to be the city o:t' Soiss-ons, saw the one wall 
across the :t'iel.ds over which the fuey' o:t' battle . 
had passed but a few days be.fore. where the blood 
bad not yet dr.ied on the sod• where the holccuat 
bad ,le1't behind its shattered chaos. And there 
I made a vow. I marched w1 th my fellow soldiers 
many a time behind a :funeral drum that told 
ot an.other comrade to be ,laid below the ground. 
And l ·renewed my ·vow-. On,4!t· day we stood to honor 
a young soldier with our regiments drawn up in 
a great hollow square while the generals pinned 
upon hls . breast the reward_· of ~. t he eroas, 
symbol ·o.f aalvat_ton. And _th~ a few -hours later 
I learned the truthJ the hero · of the- day had' bean 
badly gassed and the doctors gave him just one 
month to live. And so again I made my vow • . At 
Mont:t'aucon they told us how our own barrage 
had fallen short and killed hundreds of our 
buddlea with our own shells. And once more 
I made a vow. On the Red cross hospital ship, 
Mero7. I saw more o.f what war had done to men: 
men w1t.h eyes gone• limbs go.ne• minds gone. 
And there my vow renewed itself. And then at 
l.aat I saw my brother come home, a.fter :fourteen 
months 1n the trenches. a -shell-shocked• sbatter-
ed husk o:r the brave and gay young soldier who 
had enl.tsted and marched alncy'. And so m:, vow 
was sea1ed. 4 
And that ' yow was not to kill Germans. 
w~ poetr.r could be popular and sueceaaful as long as some 
romance was attached to the bua!neaa of fighting• but when 
this romantic aspect was removed,. it bad little chance. 
Bef'oro the M.tddle Ages. and to aome ex~t durinfif .them. 
fighting was generally corud.de.red a highly honorable and 
profitable occupation aa well as a patriotic one. Since. 
1900 it 1s none o:t these. A poet could• under circumatanetea 
such a.s those existing during the Middle Ages and be:fore1 
write optimistical.ly of war and pe,rbaps gain a sizable alld--
ience. Most poets of this century find only death and de-
struction to report. Pessimism bas been develop ing 1n poetry 
for many years,. and it 1a moat marked 1n war poet1-1. The 
mode·rn war poet borders onto cyni cism in tone and "neo-
claaaical sat1~"5 1n aytle.. But it must be pointed out 
that no poem. either before, or a!'ter the Middle Ag••• baa 
exal..ted war and remai ned extant. Of the few great POfflB 
about war 1n existence, not one glo:r1:f1ea 1 t. 
Since the turn o:f th~ eenttJ17, the attitude toward war 
has changed eona1der.ably:,,6 as evidenced by the qua11ty of 
the pc«'tJW7 that ha# been turned out. . Changes and. movements 
. ' , •, ' . 
in modern poetry have been brought about by the "growing re-
. cogm.-t!.on o:f the claima of oentemporary lif e upon the artist. 
a perpetual search f'or standards o:f value both 1n 111'e and 
liv1ncent God.tl"e7 Burns• ed.• ~ Red Ha"9a~. P• n. 
~Geo:ffreyBullollgh• The hf!nd o:f Modem Poeta.. P• 211. 
60. Lowes Dickinson• A Modern s mosi'!:l- P• 81. 
art," 7 and experimentation 1n poetic f .orm and especially in 
imagery. This obange has been toward the pessimistic and 
ean be traced 1n poems separated by the relatively short per-
iod .or time which e.lapsed between Wo:rld War I and World War II. 
A good example of this la Rupert Brooke's "The Soldier,» 
written during the First World war,. and Gervase Stewart's 
"I Burn for England with a Living Flame•" a product of the 
Second World War. Brooke was an Englishman. as was Stewart,. 
and both intensely loved England. The pasaion of' these two 
men for tiny England was so great that they did not hesitate 
to give their 11vea Vhen the great crisis came. Most Ameri-
cans would probably find it difficult to comprehend sueh deep 
patriotism due to the vastness or America am the lag 1n cul-
tural background. Brooke's poem is beautiful and t'ull or 
t:ru.e sentiment. aa ia Stewart' a., but there is a differeno,e 
1n the sentiment .. Brooke could never have said• "I share 
with her the fault, who share her name."" He could see noth-
ing but complete goodness 1n his beloved England; the thought 
that England could have a II fault" probably never occurred to 
· him. Th~ae tvo pc;>ema are to be .found 1n Chapter III with 
a further discussion. For our purpose here it will suffice 
to say that poetry. espec1a11.y war poetry:, bas continued to 
progress towapd extreme pessimism. Other examples could be 
cited which would show similar advance. When Brooke wrote 
his poem., there was a common conviction that the War waa 
actually good 1n that it would end all wars. When Stewart 
wrote h1a .• that reeling was no longer present. Modern ex-
7Bulloug~ The Trend of Modern Poetry. P• 259. 
0 
per"9nce .haa demonstrated that war is not the answer to the 
world's problems. 
As one outatanding living poet put 1t. "Wnr could be 
beaut1t'ul t ,o HOi11er and Shakespeare beeause it could be tra• 
8 gio." Now. aeoord!ng to the same poet •. it is plain eatas.-
trophe • . Another felt that 
••• a:rter five years of war• ·there 1a so little to 
write about. War, as I see it here and now. 1s not 
the ma.ter1al of poetx-y. Lasting poetry must go 
down deeper than the superficial appearances of war 
machines; it must seek out ~he sp1i-1t o!' man in pain 
and gloey~ and must express that spirit and that pain 
and that glory- 1n simple terms .. in those !'undamental 
statements to which the mechanisms of contempora17 
wa.rf'are are· irrelevant.9 
war. then• has bad a considerable int'luence on modern 
poetry, most o!' which was undesirable. Another influence 
is explained by 'r • s •. Eliot; 
Changes in poetic technique are brought about 
not only by individual geniua in contact with a re-
sistant medium• but alf8 to social and intellectual 
environmental changes. 
Poetic technique underwent perhaps its greatest changes since 
Wordsworth with the advent o!' Imagism,. conceived by Ezra Pound 
and explained by Amy Lowell. A new school 01" 1ntellectuala, 
headed by PoWld, :re belled against · the voc_abulaey of orthodox 
poetry" and the standard verse 1."onns. "We have w1 tnesa.ed in 
the years before th~ war a ~at deal. .01" revolutionary in-
genuity in the writing 01" poetry ••• nll It appears to have 
been the result of a determ.ination to avoid beaten tracks •. 
The •inf.'ormal and sketch-like pieces were natural and show 
9Ib1d •• P• 20 .. 
10 Bullough• The Trend 0£ Modern Poetr:y, P• 1. 
llPatric1a Ledward,. ed., Poems 01" Thi a War, P• xi. 
beat the freshness and appeal. No claim is made to their 
being 'liter.&17'"12 Beginning just before World War I , 
Imag1sm spread rapidl7. The most 1nfl.uential tenet laid 
down by the Imag1sts wi:ia what they called vers libre. As 
one ~1ter :put 1t, this turned into "the free verse furore." 13 
The language of the. ·-common man was adopted and• as new and bet• 
ter poets appeared,, poetry began to show signs of a rebirth. 
Then 
On a fateful. day in 1914. without a warn-
ing flash or tremor. there fell upon the world 
such a blast of war as human reason could not 
have foreglimpsed,: nw A.pocalypt1e vision raised,. 
to apal]. the souls of men. Twenty-seven nations 
took the shock and weN rocked to their found.-
a tlens. Eleven were caught and knotted. in the 
maddest agony of eon1"11ct that ever was known. 
Tarough .four rears the winds of' destruction svirl·ed 
and roared around the monstrous welter,. before the 
evil forces fallod and their exhaustion brought a 
breathing space . such as lies at the heart of a 
typhoon. Around. the widening edges of that space 
the7 still muttered fer a while in gusts_pf blood 
and :fire, slowly receding, slowly dying • .u+ 
Aside from the experimentation which has been going on 
1n poetic tecJmique•• war poetry has changed 1n quality an-
other va7. Simply stated. it is the constant rising resent-
• ment against the mass slaughter of modern war and anything 
reminiscent of it. Since good poetry of necessity must tell 
the truth,. war poetr.r became highly unpopular. Little poetry-
that is. true war poetry-was accepted during either of the 
wars. Practically the only verse produced which reached the 
anthologies was higb].y patriotic and o.ften sentimental. 
one writer says• 
l3Lou1a Unterme7er• ed.,. Modern American Poet:rz and 
Modern British PQetl7,. P• 76. · . 
As 
14.w. n. Eaton• ed •• Groat Poema o:f the World War, P• >• 
The unpopularity- of the true poem• and con-
versel7• the popularity of t he false poem. could 
be much better explained 1n psychological terms. 
8 
In the case of war poems• patriotic bombast gen• 
erall7 eon.firms the reader who likes 1t in a fal.se 
concept either of himself or of a<Jeial circumstances. 
or both., . It eaaea him · of "spona1b111ty and guilt 
1n the matter acquiescing . ·1n sending young men 
to death to protect himself. This kind of "escape" 
is .also given cer .. tgin popular poetry which 1s ac-
cepted as " good. ~·l!> · . · · 
Good war poetry would not have a large audieno-e even 1f the 
poets produced it• 
This resistance to t:rue p0$try at the time 
that it 1a still contemporaI7 1s often blamed upon 
the technical 1nnevat1ona of creative poetat upon 
their departure t'Jtom traditional forms 1 or upon 
.~eir "private" language. Actually the 1nlp9rtant 
oontempoNry poetry adheres much more closely to 
the great English poetic tradition than does senti-
mental vera1.f1cation •••• not only 1n crat,tsmanahip• 
perception, and subject matter., but .in f-0:m ·as well. 
Technical improvements and experiments hav:e···alwa7a 
been cbaracterlstie of poetic grea.tness·.;0- Further, 
the beat living poets• far .f:rom being~ private 
1n language than poetaatera• tul.ly0 uae apeeeh-terma 
and images drawn from dally contemporar:,· ··lUe, where-
as the poetasters luxw-1ate 1n obsolete language (and 
now pretentious sentiments) copied tm m 'the' poets of 
past times• surely much more .of a private aeadef6c 
lingo than the normal vocabulary of dai ly·· 11'1'e. 
Thia is a aituat1on which must be taken into cons·lderation 
by ed1tora and publishers an:l• consequently• must aft'ect 
the quality ot poetey 1n the long run. Good poetry must 
suffer this because• as Oscar Williama,. noted author and 
editor• puts it•· 
The general run or per1od1oal editors fears to 
print anything but sentimental verait'1cat1on on 
the premise that good poetry is over the heads 
or their readers. Book publishers succumb to 
the ·same temptat.1ons of gross circulation a·s 
lSw1111ama. ed •• The War Poets. P• 4. 
16Ib1d. 
do editora .... 17 
War creates an atmosphere highly undesirable to the 
wr1 ters of poetryJ therefore. the chances for the creation 
ot a really great peem. al98 small. The -poet. especially the 
var poet. ia not at home 1n this modern world with its push-
button vari'are and oheasb()ard. m111tar,y tactics.. As one poet 
po1nta out,, 
We are organisms ill-adapted to an alien world, 
unsure of .heaven and oi' our own natures. yet · 
faced with the problem of sur-rlval and growth 
as 1ntell1gent civilized. beings 1n an age when 
our vast new knowledge ia used for purel,-
material and eYen bestial ends.and when the 
sooial order 1a being tnnsfomed by economic 
pressure and inward des1re.1ts 
Contributing to this feeling 1a the steady 1ne.rease of 
emphasis upon everything mechanical. This 1s directly op-
posed to the basic concepts of poetry-. Such an increase bas 
been observed in recent years particularly. Modern machinery 
makes it possible for the laboring man to devote more time to 
leisu.N.. This bas undoubtedly encouraged literacy, but at the 
aame time. it baa given a great number the opportunity to in-
crease their material belongings• thua tending to lose eight 
of the religious and aesthetic enjoyments ot life. Thia• 
along with the "erase for gadget••" ia evidence ot cultural 
decay • . This anawers 1n part the question• Why' ao :f'ew war 
poems. The small number 1s due to the decay of society and 
the poets• uneasy place 1n that society. One writer noted 
this situation as early as 1905: 
17 Ib1-d. 
18 Bullough,. The Trend -of ModemPoetrz,- P• 2. 
America has not produced a .single lyric of love 
worth recording because she can't 1stop long 
enough to •d1tate, play, and. emotionalize. 
Intellect• beauty, emotion are things 0£ the 
past. Acee11,r-tton la the modern concept ot 
life's goal .• 
10 
Modern war poetry• generally speaking• is a Nflect1on 
of the nightmarish world experienced by the soldiers in com-
batant service. It is an attempt to portray a: hell more aw-
. .. 
:tul. than any previously experienced by man. a hell created 
and agitated by the greed and madness 0£ a very small number 
ot men. The modern war poet attempts to paint pictures so 
terrible that his fe-llow men will take steps to prevent future 
world wars. In order to paint these gi-ueaome pictures the 
poet utilizes eveey available device to .shook th• reader. The. 
language is bitter and blooc:I-curdling and "only by becoming 
grot.sque could poetey mirror so grotesque a vorld.n20 When 
asked to detine the so-called "war" poet, Geo1'trey Grigaon• 
a well-known 11v1ng poet. replied• 
If there 1a such a thing as a War Poet, it muat 
mean eomeone whose vestigial heart ,swells only 
when vast quantities ot sufte~ing mlll around 
h1m, a poet normally 1ndlfterent to the 1nten-
s1 ty and quality ot individual autf'ertng .• 21 
It is a1gniticant tba.t of all the poems wr1 tten · about 
war not one great poem condones or glorifies it. The sub-
·!eet has become loathsome to most poets and perhaps most of 
all to that famous World War I poet, Siegfried Sassoon. who 
1a quoted in Robert lf iohols' preface to a volume of sassoon' a 
19 G. Lowes Dickinson, A Modern Sympos1Ul!l, P• 103. 
20 Babette Deutsch, Thia Modern Poetr,y, P• 211. 
21w1111ama. ed., The War Poets, P• 13. 
11 
poetry: 
• • •. ti-om hencefoi-th say not on.e word in any wa7 
countenancing war. I t is dangerou.a ·even to speak 
or hf?W here and there the individual may gain 
some hardship of soul by- it. For wai- is hell• 
· and those who institute it are cr1minals. Were 
there ev•n an7thlng. to •7 :for 1 t • 1 t .. should not 
be saidf for its aj,1r1tual d18ftfters far out• 
~ igh any of its advantages ••• 
" ~ 
A poet needs a state o:f tranquility 1n which to work 1.f he 
is to create. War does not provide t h ia• . The resentment 
prev1ousl;y ment.1one:d ls a death blow to war poetry. The 
great poems will probabl7 continue to be on other subjects 
than war. 
With 1!1bat baa been said concerning modern matei-1al 
greed• couple the fact that religion continues to play a 
1eaa important part. 1n the modern vo.rld with each generation. 
and you have the moat probable 'Naaons for modern poetry•a 
decline. \<lar poet·17 mwst suffer these ills plus the r1s1ng 
resentment of the public toward an,.thing even remotel7 c.on-
nected with war. It fared badly 1n the past; it will ,µn• 
doubtedly fare worse 1n the future. 
22s1eg:f'r1ed Sasaoon. Counter-Attack., P• 11. 
Chapter II 
The War Poetey' or _Other Age.a 
A1though war is not a .favorable atmosphere .for the pro-
duction of poetey• some war poetry bas persisted. It baa 
not remained alive because it is war poetry• however. but be-
cause of ~tber elements d1st1ngu1ahable 1n all great poet17. 
It might be said that a .few war poems have persisted despite 
the tact that they were on tbe subject o-f war. 
No war baa produced an abundance of good poetry. Even 
during the battle-tom Anglo-Saxon period the poetic topics 
we1'9 remote from the issues of' war. The nineteenth century-. 
which vitneased the mightiest and most encompassing wars 
pi-io? to 1900• produced no great poems about war. The sub-
jects treated by poets during that period were love. death• 
11.t"e.,. nature,. and the swift. passing of beauty. These are 
the •jor subjects treated by poeta in every age. Few.mill• 
. tant poems are ever vritt•n• and f'ewer still reach the an-
tho.logiea of' 1ateP •ges. 
No atte~t will be made to critically evaluate the groat 
vat- poems of' the past siilce a much more impreaaive evaluation 
bas already been made. · One anthologist says. 
Pcema technical.ly or substantially about war 
come down t'rom ancie.nt times. It would be d11'1"1• 
cult to e-n.luate such actual war poetl"T through 
the ages. ·· Rather. the ages have already evaluated 
them. L1kevise• it le a matter always of.taste 
whether one or another modern war poem is consid-
ered of the essence of the type• or of' the easence 
of' the author. or of the essence of' what 1a thought 
12 
13 
a poem ought to be.1 
In other words• thos.e war poems of the past which remain 
with ua today must have the necessary qualities •. or they 
would have been forgotten• and the poems of today must be 
good or they will 'be forgotten. The problem oi' evaluating 
the newer P()ema . will be taken up in Chapter III. 
The fact that 80 few poems baTe penisted from any var 
la astounding when refleotion 1a cast upon the number of 
battles and wara that have been fought and the importance 
which has been attached to tighting 1n the history of man's 
life·. The greatest novel ever written 1s generally cone1d-
ered to be War and Peace. by Leo Tolstoy• a book saturated 
with the experiences or the Napoleonic Wars. The great 
journalism baa been produced during time of war. But with 
· all this 11teral'1 ac.t1v1ty., there haa been surprisingly 
little poet1'7 written on the subject. 
Of the great war poems that have come down to the pre-
aen~ generation• the majority are epics which have as their 
themes battles,. wars._. and crusades. There are some, as 1n 
"The Battle of Malden" and "The Battle ·Of Brunnanburg," which 
are too short to be called "epics" in . the true .sense.2 Yet 
they are 1n tbt style of Beowulf. The Odpaez,. The Iliad, 
The Aeneid• The ;Shah Nagh.. Tb$ M1belune;enll-~d. The vc)1~nmga · 
saga, The Song or Roland, T.he c 1d. and Beowul.t are about all 
that remain after forty centuries of battling, and even these 
1oaoar Williama, ed • . , The War Poeta, P• 3. 
2Mabel Irene Rich• A Stud:y; or the T,eea of Literature, 
P• .3. 
t1nd their major interests in human valuee outside war. 
There are a 1'ev poems that could be considered war poetry 
that fall within ct.her eategor1e·s. oi- come as a part of 
othez- larger worka. An example of this type is found 1n 
wm1am Sbakespeare•a Hem v. 
One of the great war poems of all time is "The Battle of 
" 
Maldon•" which baa be"en previoualy ·mentloned. It might be 
. ~ • .. ' 
called "historic poetry with an epic na.ture. n3 Although the 
first and last parts are lost• the poem is very revealing in 
many respects. Many examples of chivalry and daring• which 
are characteristic of the Anglo-Saxon period• are portrayed 
1n thia poem. Perhaps best among these is Byrhtnoth1 s N• 
action to a plea .from the bated Northmen. During the beat 
ot battle• the Viking•• not having any- success in the actual 
fighting• decided to try another way- to beat the Britons. One 
of the leaders begged Byrhtncth and his followers tc allow 
them to cross Panta stream unmolested. The plea was granted.,, 
despite the te~1f1c loss of m111tal-y advantage, and the battle 
oeaat,d long enough for the Northmen to cross the shallows ot 
the stream. The language of the poem is direct, leaving little 
to the imagination. as tar as the actual meaning is coneemed: 
3 
When the strangttra discovered and clearly saw 
What bitter .fighters the br1dge1!J&rdS pr<)Yt:td# 
They tried a trick, the treacherous .robbers• 
Begged they might cross, and. bring tbeb' crews 
Over tho shallows, and up to the shore •• 
The earl was ready• 1n reckless daring, 
To let them land too great a number. 
Byrhthelm's son, while the seamen listened, 
Ca1led across, o'er the cold water: 
"com ye seamen. come and fight ua! 
J. Dnncan Spaeth, trans., Old English Poetry., P• v .. 
We give you ground• but God alont, knows 
Who to-d.ay shall hold the f ield.~ 
15 
The 11nk1ng of the adjective to the nom1 by means of a hyphen 
("heartb-band," "battle-play," "war-ery•" etc.) gives greater 
atrensth to the descriptions. This technique is used much 
more extensively in the first part of the poem than in the 
latter. There ls a keen sense of patriotism throughout tho 
poem; the poet seems to take for granted the business of 
fighting tor one' s country--a contrast to the twent1eth een-
t\ll"1' with its mass civilian conscription and conscientious 
objectors. Although the poem gives a realistic account of 
the battle• with its "wounded to death," "havoc and Slaughter•" 
and "maddened by battle.'' it contains throughout an actual joy 
ot conflict. It does not exult 1n war, however. It is more 
an acceptance of an undesirable situation with good cheer than 
exultation, but even at that this poem and "The Battle of Brun• 
" t1 t ....__ __ ., "A. 11 1 1 nanburg are exeep · ona o tu1, .1.·UJ.e: aer oua poetry • 
anti•war poetry."5 
or the two Anglo•Saxon poems under considerati on• "Tbe 
Battle or B:rurmanbl.ll'g" ls by tar t he shorter and somewhat 
better known. The fact that it is better known~st antho-
logies have space tor the shorter poem only...-does not al.so 
mean that it 1a super ior 1n quality.. In smi-t., 1 t is· an ac-
count of a battle fought between Britons and Northmen 1n the 
tenth century'. D11':t'er1ng slightly :t'rom "The Battle of Mal.don" 
in that 1t does not take us· into the aeiua1 fighting• this 
4nrm... - Battle o· f Ma1d.on." S th t Old ,;,--1• h P t .a..uv pae • ·rans.• :'?"t? .a oe 37• 
.5 
Will.lama• ed •• The War Poets. P• 22. 
poem boasts of the valor and heroism of the Englishmen. The 
language is simple» and the meaning 1a not bard to grasp• 
i 
but there a~ some figures of speech and images which cann,t 
, 
be tound 1n "The Battle or Ma1don." An example of this aldll ' 
.I 
in imagery may be found 1n the following passage: 
The f1•1d was drenched 
Ran with the blood or the bra-.ea.t 1'1ghtera • 
From rise of the sun; when the radiant day•atar 
Bright candle of God• came 1n ·the morning•tide 
Gliding o•ei- earth• till the glorious creatlll'e 
Sank to its setting .. 6 
I Ii 
/ /[ 
Through the entire poem rorus a feeling of sheer joy in tigll;t-
v/, 










1 t is not entirely this. Mixed throughout is a strong Nali-
za tion of the grim penalties of war that balances the b:ragging 
and praising. The following is a tn>1cal example: 
Seven great earls 
Ot Anlat were killed• and countle~a others 
Ot boatmen and Scotsmen. Barely escaped 
The N-o:x-thern leader. Leaving 1n baste. 
With a handful of men• he made for his ship., 
They cleared the cratt. the king put out 
On the fallow fioodJ he tled fo-r hia lif'e. 
Also the cunning Constantinua. 
Rome again stole to his haunts 1n the no:rth. 
Little ground bad the gray old leader 
To brag and to boast of the battle-encounter. · 
Stripped 0£ his clansmen killed in the slaughter. 
Alone he returned, his own son dead, 
Left on the battle-field• bloody and mangled,. •• 7 
Sbakesp~ bad much tO' say about war. In Henrz V he 
treated the subjeet at length. giving a realistic portn.yal 
o:f the .sacri.f1ces and hardships of' war. Charaeteristie o:f 
. ·" . · ' 
his attitude toward war is a speech by Henry V 1n the second 
6"The Battle of Brunnanburg." 
English Poetrz, P• 162. 
Spaeth, trans., Old -
7rb1d. 
/ 
seene of Act I: 
For God doth know. how m.aey, 1n health, now 
Shall drop their blood in approbation 
or what your reverence shall cite ua to 
Therefore take heed now you impawn our person, 
How you awake the sleeping S".i0rd of war: 
We charge you in the name ot God• take heed: 
For never two such kingdoms did contend• 
Without much fall o:t bloodJ whose guiltless drops 
Are everyone a woe, a sore complaint,. . 
J.J 
•Gainst h1m whose wrongs give edge unto §he swords 
That make such waste 1n brie.f mortality. 
The change 1n attitude toward war commenced long before 
Shakespeare, but even dur ing his time there was not that 
chaotic condition which exists today. War was bad9 but it 
was not a cataatrophe. The poetry of $UCh men as Shakes-
peare indicates this slightly more healthy attitude toward 
war, but at the same ti.me it emphasize$ even more the human 
loss in war. As previous.ly observed,, no great poetry baa 
exulted 1n war, and The Iliad, The Odyasez, and The Aeneid 
are not exceptions .• 
Andromache's speech to Hector and Hector's answer 1n 
The Iliad is an example of the ant!-war poetry of Homer. 
The example eited here is Hector's answer: 
"Sorrow not t hus, beloved one, to.r me. 
No living ·n:ran' can send· me to the · shades 
Ber ore my t ime; no man o:f woman born• 
Coward or brave, can shun hi s destiny. 
But · go thou ,home-• and ~etid tl\y labors there-
T1- w.t'b, the d1staf'r......,_a <,,ommand. tey maids 
To speed the work. The cares of war pertain 
To all men born of Troy• and moat to me.""' 
While Hector does not shun war, he is not eager for- it. H•• 
like a11 Trojans. was forced to fight. The thought of run-
8she.kespeare.• Henry V, Act I , Scene II. 
9The Uiad o:t Homer as translated by William Cullen 
Bryant. 
1.8 
ning away or conscientiously objecting was impossible roi-
Hector. 
J 
\ . ! 
I! I 
\ '\ \: 
In Book I of The Odyssey Telemachus says. 
"Mother. let the bard sing what h& has am1nd 
to; bards do not make the 111s they sing ofJ 
it is Zeus. not they. w:io makes them, and who 
sends weal or woe upon mankind according to 
his own good pleasure. This !'ell.ow means .no · i 
harm by singing the ill-fated return ot' the . \ ':;_ ,, 
Dana.ans• ror people always applaud the latest ' !~\ 
songs most warmly. Vue up your mind to it ,1 .• I 
and bear it; Odysseus is not the only man who -'. \ 1 
never came back from Troy *l· but many another ~i / 1 
went down as well as he.,.. 0 \{ 
\ . :I 
This i s an example of the sentiment which rml8 throughout \ / 
}1 
the eplc• Nowhere is to be found such disappointments as !\,i 
/,r1 
were encountered by Odysseus and hia small group o.f f'ollovj ~' 
;, 
era. The terrors of 'War are recounted again and again in ;1 
I ! 
; 
this great war poetry. but the emphasis is not on war but / ., 
on human valor. '/ 
I 
Again• in the immortal poetry o.f Virgil, 1s .found that 
bitterness toward war so characteristic of the great war 
poets• To take one example where dozens exist. we hear 
Aeneas rieeount1ng the circumstances leading to the :fall o:t' / 
Troy. He is speaking to Dido,. Que•n of Carthage: r 
All silent sat., with looks intent-. when thus 
Aeneas frau his lofty couch began: 
o Queenl · tll@u d~t c;cmmiuut· me to renew 
A grief lmutterablet how the Greeks 
o•ertum.ed the power and lamen~ble realm 
Of TroyJ the a.f.flicting scenes that I my'Sel.f 
Beheld,- and a great pal'"t of which I waa., 
Who o:t the Myrimidons or Dolope-,, 
Or o.f th$ bard Ulysses' soldieey, 






1°'rhe Od:yaaey o.f Homer aa translated by Samuel Butler. 
11.rhe Aeneid o.f Virgil aa translat~ by Christopher Cranch. 
While war is the central theme or general atmosphere 
of the poems considered,. the best of them are essentially 
about man. The f'act .that war is the pr1no1pal action in-
terpreted 1n a poem d·oes not affect the poem's greatness. 
The greatness of a poem lies in the message conmn:micated, 
the music, t he strength of expression. the form. and the 
clarity of the actual communication. ~'1 var poems per-
ish because of the narPOwness of the theme, but 
' 
. The best war poetry will transcend war. 
· just as it transcends nationalistic or sec-
tarian boundar1ea; which is to aa,- that the 
best war poetry will have to be of the spirit,. 
Like God• it will have to be on both sides, 
or en none. It will be applicable to di.rfer-
ent peoples and centuries. The universality 
of utterance I claim for the best war poetey 
tends to make it less about war than about 
man. Therefore. it is about the spirit; 
judgment upon it cannot be limited to its con-
text• but must run the whole gamut of poetical 
possibilities. It is the laok ot a auf.t'icienoy 
and abundance of these spiritual qualities 
which condemns most war poetry to the ~ti• 
cular.l.2 (Richard Eberhart) 
12w1111ama. ed ... The war Poeta, PP• 192-J. 
Cbapter _III 
Analysis of Modern War Poetry 
Critics .and poets have bad much to say about the nature 
and function -of poet17. · It is ·d1.ft1eul~ to :find identical 
criteria on the subject 1n atQ" two books• and never have two 
men of iettera completely agreed on the subject. Wordsworth 
said that "all good poetry is the spontaneous overflow or 
powerful .. emotion,-nl while his contemporary and collaborator. 
Coleridge,. adopted the principle of Aristotle that poetry 
"avoids and excludes all accident; that its apparent 1nd1v1d• 
ual1tiea or rank• character. or occupat.lon must be represent-
ative of a class ••• n2 Long before these statements were ma.de 
Plato said that only through the direct 1nap1rat1on o~ guid-
ance of the Muae could a writer become a poet.3 Housman felt 
that "poetry 1s not the thing aa1d but a way of saying it."4 
These are only a few o:f the hundreds of so-called definitions 
of poetry-. Many are similar,. but some are contradictory. Some 
poets and critics have assumed positions leas refutable. Many 
of them refuse to conment directly on the name or .nature of . 
poetry because o f its abstractness • . Others have dismissed the 
1w1111am . Wordsworth, "Pre:face" to the second edit'lon of 
Lp1ca1 Ballads, P• 2. 
2samuel Taylor Coleridge, B1ograph1a Li te:ra.r1a,• Chap• 
XVII. 
Jn. Jowett» trans •• "Ion," The Dlilogues of Plato, P• 291. 
4A. E. Housman., The Name and NatUN of Poet!7, P• 37• 
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whole affair by disclaiming the existence of "poetry" and 
repeating that there ls no such thing as poetry, only poems.5 
Sidney defines the task of the poet tlma: 
The poet doth not only show the was, but giveth 
so sweet a prospect into ihe way, as will entice 
any man to enter into 1t. 
Milton felt that poetry should be simp~, concrete, ·am 
sensuous, while Shelley praised poetry because "it com-
pels us to !'eel that which we perceive, and to imagine 
that which we know.117 Becoming somewhat more academic, 
one poet explains the modern conception of poetic product• 
ion: 
The only way of expNtssing e~otion 1n the 
form of art is by t1nd1ng an •objective correl-
ative'J 1n other words, a set ot objects, a 
situation, a chain of events which shall be the 
formula of that particul~ emotionJ such that • 
when the external !'acta, which must terminate 
1n sensory expex-1enee.8are given, the emotion 
is immediately evoked. 
Housman differentiates between verse and poetry: 
Verse might be anything that rhymes but poetl'7 
is generally restricted to verse which can at 
least be called l.iterature. Yet it might di.1"-
. !'er from prose only 1n 1 ts material. form.•. 9 
All the poems selected to?! this work a.re considered 
by the wr1 ter to be better-than-average. Some of course 
are muoh _bet t er than others~ and it 1a :the purpose of this 
chapter to discuss the extent o!.' the good and bad quali-
ties of each poem,: keeping in min-d three broad principles: 
6 George Herbert Clarke, ed., The New Treasury of War 
Poetry;, P• xx1x. 
7Ib1d. 
8 T. s. Eliot, Selected Essays. P• 124. 
9Thomas and Brown, ReadiBS Poems, P• 742. 
(1) The clarity of the actual communication, (2) the value 
of the experience communicated, and (3) 1 the emotional quali"'" 
ty of the poem. The last named is perhaps most important. 
Housman places the evoking of emotion as "the peculiar funct-
ion of poetry.nlO lie go~a on to explain that "nothing above 
perfect i on can be ·demanded of .anyth ing: yet. poetry ia capable 
of more than this ••.• emotion."11 
The final judgment of the selected poems 1n this work 
will reat with Time. Perhaps none of them will be read a 
hundred years hence. On the other hand• it 1s conjectured 
that most of them will remain for some t ime because of cer-
tain laudable traits common 1n all great poetry. But, aa 
Oscar Williams puts it,. 
We are t oo close to the poets of today to be 
able to evaluate them with assurance. We can-
not predict accurately whether certain poems 
will last because of this subjective element 
in cr1t1c1am.l2 
If only a dozen or so poems, with assured t'utures, have 
come out of forty centuries or warfare, and i f moder n war is 
lesa romantic• more cold-blooded,, and far less conducive to 
the pro due tion or good poetry~ as has been proved by the 
poets• own deelara.tions• what bas been written since the turn 
or the century on the subject of w~? Actually. there bas 
been a great denl more act1v1ty among the modern war poets 
than would be expected under existing cond1t1ons. Some or 
the poems recently written seem destined to remain• and there 
lOThomaa and Brown,, Reading poeIUt P• 742. 
11Ib1d •• P• 7. 
~abette Deutsch,, Th.ill Modern Poetrz- P• ll. 
are many others with good poss1bilit1es 1 for long :futures. 
It must be pointed out. however. that this is conjecture 
only since we are affected to a greater extent by the sub-
ject matter of the poems than will be later generations. 
Also,, we feel a kindred relationship toward our ccntemp-
oraries that will .not exist •Yen a hundred yaus from now. 
War poetry must be judged, like any other type of poetry• 
upon its essential excellence.13 It cannot be accepted. aa 
good merely because it tells a great truth. expresses an 
emotion• or does any .2.!!.!. of the duties required of good 
poetry. It must meet all the requirements or it is not 
good poetry. 
Some eritlea feel that good war poetry sho~d stick 
to the grim and bloody business of war. Anything short of 
'· 
a truthful account of the actual uglineiSs and su1'1"er1ng at 
the .front is branded as false. Oscar Williama,. a strict 
advocate of th1s type of criticism, goes so far as to list 
Rupert Brooke's "The Soldier" and Alan Seeger1 s "I Have a 
Rendezvous with Death" as undesirable: 
.••• lines like Rupert Brooke' a "The Soldier" 
divert the a ttent1on or the reader, fr:om any 
mental image f the sold1er•a mang1ed body 
to the concept of the soldier's ~lacid ac-
~ptance of being a bit ot aoll :for ever 
Eng1and" J Alan Seeger•• "I Have a ;iendezvoua 
with Death" conjurea up a picture ot the 
soldier's easy death in a cloud of' noble 
ecstatics, which effectually prevents tho 
death rattle .from being mentally beard.l.4 
The present wi-1te,r, however, reels that s1nce war poetry 
lJa1ebart Eberhart. War and the Poet, P• v. 
14oscar Williama, ed., The War Poeita. P• 5. 
is arterall poetry. it must be judged as such. It must be 
measured by an in.fle·xible set of rules• general to the ex-
tent of including all types o:f poet17 and not :war poetry 
alone. yet particular enough to distinguiah between senti-
ment and sentimentality• the :former being truth!'ul. emotion 
and the latter being false. 
The first poem mentioned 1n Williama' cr1t1e1sm. Brooke's 
"The Soldier-." is perhaps the best known modern war poem. For 
the reader's convenience it is included hen: 
If I should die• think only t his o:f me: 
That there's some corner of a foreign field 
That ls for ever England. There 11.ball be 
In that rich earth a richer dust concealed• 
A dust whom Engl and bore. s haped• made aware., 
Gave once• her flowers tc love• her ways to roam, 
A body of England's breathing English air• 
Washed by the rivers. bleat by snna of home. 
And think• this heart, all evil shed away. 
A pulse 1n the eternal mi nd• no less 
Gives somewhere back the thoughts by England given; 
Her sights and s ounds; dreams happy aa her day; 
And laughter• learnt of triendaJ and gentleneaa9 
I n hearts at peace. unde:r an English heaven. 
This beautiful sonnet. appearing in England just before the 
announcement of its author's .death, drew w1deapread attention. 
Not only for its prophetic quality we.a it s1gn11"1cant. how-
ever; it put into beautiful language that patriotic spirit 
which is so common among the B:ritiah, especially during time 
o:f e:r1s1a • . It said the things which every fighting English-
man loved to hear. and it reaf:f1rmed many. who faltered among 
the chaos of war. in their old f aith in the "tight little 
isle." 
In the veey f'1r.st line of the poem a deep seriousness 
is f'elt. The implied nee.mesa of death and the tone removes 
any thought of sham pat:riotiam: "Ii' I should die• think 
only this of me.n The alliteration and! imagery 1n "a .foreign 
:field that is for ever England" develops the serious strain, 
and 1n this line. also. the reader may feel• rather than see»:J· 
I 
all the personal love and devotion of s favorite soncfor hia t 
! 
beloved homeland. By the inclusion of a single word• "fo-r,,. f 
I 
ever," Brooke has infq,sed that feeling or sense of 1n1'1n1tuq.e. 
! 
The repetition o.f certain words 1n the same sentence prod~~s 
'i 
an eff'ect similar to alliteration a.nd at the same time empljia-
\ .~ 
sues the desired emotion: " I n that rfch earth a richer diist 
concealed•" "A body o.f England's breat!ng Engl1.sh air•" and 
"Gives somewhere back the thoughts by England given." Al-
literation occurs throughout the poem: 
and "laughter learnt." 
ns1ghts and sounds" , 
Thls sonnet• when considered .from the standpoint o.f 
clarity,. experience communicated. and ~motional quality, la 
perhaps the best example of war poetry yet pi-educed. In 1t 
is found an emotional comprehension of all that war implies 
without the grotesque phrasing used by many modern war poets. 
There is a nobility about it that has been equaled by rew 
poems 1n any era. I t is a personal• intimate message f:rom 
a young man ready to give his all for the eountry o.f hia 
birth. 
After peace was declared and order reestabl1.shed, "The 
Soldier" met its first real testJ it success.fully withstood 
all attacks and or1t1e1sma. such as the one quoted above, and 
emerged as one of the most read poems in the English language. 
With the arrival of World Wu II, it gained many new .friends• 
for its de~pl:y felt patriotism was once more applicable to the 




The objeot1ve correlatives explained by Mr. Eliot 1n 
an earlier section are present 1n "'rhe Soldier•" as 1n all 
great poetry. The experience 2-eceived is undeniably con-
ac,ious ot the nearness of war• and herein lies that unmis .... 
takable emotion. The poet. while proving beyond a doubt,1 \ _,· 
,: ,' 
' ' 
his fearlessness .and gallantry, passionately delighted iri/.1 
:1 -':' ' 
·; ,i ,;, / 
life. This love of life made Brooke's gallantry- even\grea~ 
~ I , 
\'. : ., 
er 1n that sel.f•saeririce came at a higher pr1ee than ~ J , 
I 
/ , I ,, 
\ 
most patriots. The subdued tone of Brooke' a "The Sol4er" / 
' I t, \, ; 
is marked contrast to many modern war poems,, e·spec1ally\,thos• / 
\ ·. / 
by Siegfried Sassoon. In the clarity of communication an4 in/ 
. ~ ~ 
\ i 
the actual value of the conmun1eat1on. Brooke's poem 1s all , 
1 ' 
' that can be as.ked of any poem,. y-et. as Housman .said of p~ 
1n genei-al,, it is something more: It is highly emotional. 
i 
Next to be cona1dered 1a "I Have a Rendezvous with Death'.•" 
It, was Wl"i tten by Alan Seeger, another young poet who gave his 
life during the Great war. Like B:rooke•a-., it was written 
ahoi-tly before the death ot its author and seemed to .foretell 
with prophetie irony the forthcoming disaster-. Another re• 
semblance between the two poem is the . ealnt acceptance o:t' 
war and its penalties. There is no hint of complaint in 
" , 
' ' ' j ' 
eithei- poem• thua differing trom a vast majority of modern 
war poems. However• from this point on, tho two poems con-
tain very 11tt1e 1n common. "I Have a Rendezvous with Death" 
does hold approximately the aame plae.e , 1n America that "The 
Soldier" does in England in that it 1a perhaps America's most 
famous war poem, 1.f not her best. It does not have the depth 
,, 
I 
and qual.ity which 1s mani.t'ested 1n Broqke's poem, however• 
and the patriotic sentiment is not present. This is hal-d-
1,- to be expected .from an American living 1n the twentieth 
century or .t'ran almost any poet other than an Englishman. 
Our woPld is perhaps too big to ,arouse the feeling express-
ed in "The Soldier" .for ,England •. 
"I Have a Rendezvous with Deathn is here included: 
I ban a rendezvous with D41ath 
At aome disputed barrios.de 
When Spring comes baek with ruatling shade 
And apple blossoms !"ill the air,. 
I have a rendezvous with death 
When Spring brings baek blue days and .t'alP. 
It may be he shall take my band 
And lead me into his da-rk land 
And close my eyes and queneh 1!f.Y breath; 
It may be I shall pass him• still, 
I have a rendezvous with Death 
On some scarred slope ot battered hill• 
When Spring comes round again this year 
And the f'irat meadow nowers appear,. 
Goo. knows •twere better to be deep 
Pillowed 1n silk and scented down., 
Where love throbs out 1n bliss.ful sleep,, 
Pulse nigh to pulse, and breath to breath,, 
Where hushed awakenings are dear. 
But I've a rendezvous with Death 
At midnight in some t'lam:tng tewn, 
When Spring tripe north again this year, 
I shall not !'ail that· rendezvcua. 
This poem, though acmewhat 1n.t'er1or to the preceding one, 
is a masterpiece o:r imagery, l"hytbm,. and deser1pt1on. There 
1s no de!'1n1te stanza .form or rhyme scheme to it, but this 
is hardly noticeable with the wealth ot imageey and p:tr!'ect 
iambic tetrameter rhythm. The seriousness of' the poem and 
its theme 1s in the f'irst line: "I have a rendezvous with 
death." And1: with slight variati on. a refrain occurs fre• 
quently to intensify the emotion and to emphasize the ser-
1ousness of the situation. Perfect ~ery~is to be found 
I 
1n almost every line: "disputed barricade," "rustling shade.," 
"blue days and :fair•" "dark land," "scarred slope o:f battered 
hlll," "Pillowed in .silk and scented down•" "love throbs out 
in blissru1 ·s1eep.,/ Pulse nigh to pulse. and breath to breath," 
"hushed awakenings," ."flaming town.'' and 0When Spring trips 
north again thia,, .yeal".'* 
Alliteration is also present 1n this poem: "aea:rred-
slope," and "silk and scented." The descriptions are sharp 
and clear, and there is an abundance or memorable passages. 
as follows: "God knows ttwen better to be deep/ Pillowed 
in silk and scented down." Again• "Where hushed awakenings 
are dear." Here Seeger, like Brooke, is deeply oonseioua of 
11f'e1 but he does not complain of his situation. The per-
sonification of Death adds an air of dark ree.l.!ty to the poem., 
but this does not damage the essential ser1.ousneaa of the 
poem nor obscure the meaning "in a cloud of noble, ecstatics•" 
as Mr. iv1111ams would have us believe. The eonception of 
death as something real and capable of taking the poet's band 
1s accomplished with little d1.ff'1culty, and the implied mean-
ing is as clear as the plain sense meaning. The objective 
correlatives stand out: disputed bal";rtcadea. a,earNd slopes• 
and battered hill. W'ith theae the pqet _ bas suooess~ly pro-
vided that necessary sensory experienee, the :feeling or 
Death's nearness. which T. s. Eliot insists ia the purpoae 
or the external facts. Here again "I Have a Rendezvous with 
Death," like "The Soldier," :fulfills ~he three requirements 
previously discussed. 
I 
The next two poems_. written twelve1 years apart,, are 
from the .same poet. "The Man He Killed•' and "In Time of 
'The Breaking o'f Nations•·" are among Thomas Hardy's moat 
success!'ul poems.. Sinc.e very little resemblance is to be 
found between the two• they will be considered separately. 
They are both. however, written 1n the ballad stanza, and 
the language 1s ehar&cteriatic.ly aimpJ.e. The earlier poem,. 
"The Man He Killed," was .first published 1n The pznasta 1D 
1903 as follows: 
ttHad he and I met 
By some old ancient 1ml, 
We should have sat us dowi:1 to wet 
Right many a nipperkinl 
11But ranged as infan'tr'J' 
And staring face to face, 
I shot at him as he at me* 
And killed him. in his place. 
"I sho·~ him dead because-
Beeause he was Y'IfY' f oa:, 
Just so: my foe of course he wasJ 
That's clear enoughf although 
"He thought he'd •list~ perbapa• 
Of.f•band-like--just as I•• 
Waa out o:f work-bad sold his ti-apa-
No other reason why. 
"Yes; quaint and curious war isl 
You shoot a fellow down 
You'd treat, if met where any bar is, 
Or help to ha.l.f-e.-erown." 
.As already obse:rved1 this p~ !s ~it,ten 1n bti.11.ad stanza. . ' 
There is at least one outstanding chameteristic about thia 
:form• however. Besides the first., second• and :fourth iambic 
trimeter lines_. there is an iambic tetrameter line• the third• 
included in each stanza. There 1s ~h meaning 1n this simple 
tale of war. but :figures o;f speech• alliteration, and other 
poetic devices are absent., as 1n moat o:f Hardy's poems. The 
language is simple but disarming. The J'ut111ty- and stupidity 
of war is exemplified he1~ with a humaneness often overlooked 
by poets of Hardy's tim&. That the enemy was anything but 
targets to be b1own to bits hardly occurred to the~ The 
thought 1.a still startling and• to a c ombatant;• it is at 
times terrifying. 
The thought 1n this poem,, and the reality, is strikingly 
produced 1n the fourth stanza: "He thought he'd 111at. per-
haps .. / Off'•hand-like-just as I-.n Sincerity dominates the 
poem and 1s a large part of that sensory experience previous• 
ly ex.plained by Mr. Eliot. 
"The Man He Killed" continues to be popular because it 
can be applied to the modem conception• · and .in th.la instance 
by modern is meant the period since World War II• of war as 
well as Hardy's time. The growth of the one- world idea is 
manifested in poems such as this. The brotherly love attitude 
developed recently toward other nationalities is brought out 
1n the fifth st.anza.: nyou'd shoot a .fellow down/ You'd treat• 
if met where an:, bar is." It s hould be remarked that this 
poem was written eleven yea.rs be:fore the outbreak of World 
War I. 
· HardJ'•·s other poem to be di:1cussed, "In Tims o:f 'The 
Breaking or 1Tat1ona•·'"' wa.a written 1n the early months o:f 
World War I and sho"3 a marked advancement 1n his attitude 
towal"d war. 
Only a man harrowing c;loda 
In a slow s11ent walk, 
With an old horse that stumbles and nods 
Half asleep as they stalk. 
I 
Only thin smoke withou~ flame 
From the heaps of couch grass: 
Yet this will go onwari the s ame 
Though dynasties pas, .• 
Yonder a me.id and her· wight 
Come whispering by; 
War's annals will fade ' into night 
Ere their story die. . . . 
., ... 
It is evident from these i1n,s. that ~ -was past becoming 
excited over war. He knew that poetry alone, perbapa noth-
ing,, was capable of stopping wars. He had resigned himsel.1' 
to the tact that it was the small and simple things of life 
that were pel"mmlent: "Yet this will. go onward the sa.m,e/ 
Though dynasties paaa," " War's annals will fade into night/ 
Ere their atoey die." What can be tmagined more s1niple than 
"a man harrowing clods"? Yet Hardy tel t that thia would "go 
onward the same." The tm th 1a evident 1n the philosophy. 
One feels that waia is transient while. "a man hari-owing clods" 
is permanent. Bright images are produced 1n "a slow silent 
walk•" "thin smoke without flame•" and "War• a annals will 
fade into night." 
The poem has what is needed to be rated great--el.arity, 
both in .form and subject. and emotion. The s1m.pl1e1ty of it 
does not mar the essential beauty nor d1m.1nish the value of 
the message eo~!e:ated. 
Another outstanding poem to come out of World War I. a 
beautii"ully compassionate poem• was"~ Flanders• Fields," 
b7 Lieut •. Col. Jolm Mccrae. It eonaiali:a of three stanzas, 
gene:ra1ly rhyming 1n couplets, with iambic tetrameter rhythm. 
In 1915 this poem. appeared as .follows: 
In Flanders• fields the popp~es blow 
Between the crosses, row on -row, 
That mark our place, and 1n tlte sky 
The larks., stU1 bravely sing5tng, fly 
Scarce heard amid the guns bellow. 
We are the Deadl Short days a.go 
We lived., felt dawn,. saw suns~t glow., 
Loved and w.eN loved• and now we lie 
In Flanders• f'ie'lds. 
Take up our qJJll,rrel. \d.'.th the . toe I" 
To you fr.om tailing ba.nda we tlwow 
The Torah. · 13& yours to hold it hight 
If' ye break :ta.1th w1th us who die 
We aball not sleep,. thougbpoppies grow., 
In Flanders·• fields. · 
In this poem a sharp contrast ean be seen between the bea.u-
fif'ul• peacef'ttl. countryside and the torn• noisy battlefield. 
The voice that says• " We are the dead •. " is the voice of' the 
strong,. coming back from death. It 1s not the voice of d..,. 
ject1on and hopelessness: "Take up o~ quarrel with the f'oe"J 
rather it is a militant 'V'oiee 1ns1at1ng on a continuation of 
the war in the name of' Liberty. It cemmands the lovers ot 
freedom to beai- the "Torch" t'a1thf'ul.1y or the dead will "not 
sleep, though poppies grow." Thia poem is full o.t compaaa-
1onate emotion; it expresses a strong love for freedom, for 
the everrday things o:f lire-the glowip.g sunaens and dawns-
yet there is no lame·ntation. Although the dead have accom-
plished little--"to- you :from tailing hands we throw/ The 
Torc.h"-there is no pessimism. War me,ms Liberty; for that 
reason it is justified. 
The beauty o:f expression 1n this poem is exceeded on1y 
by the restrained yet passionate emot~on. The value of the 
perf'ect iambic tetrameter rhythm is increased by alliteration• 
as 1n "Flanders' fields•" "saw sunset•" and the .sharp image1"J' 
or npoppies blow" and nThe larks. bravely singi ng •. " Practi-
.,., 
ca1ly all the virtues of the poem by Br~oke but to a less 
degree. In clarity• as in the emotional qualities. the poem 
1s great.. The objective co:rtielatives-poppy .fields• crosses• 
the roar of the guns, the figures of the person1t1cat1on of 
Dea th,• the metaphor of the Torch--are very succes·stul s sen-
sory experlence is strongly pre.sent. 'l?he quiet tone of' the 
first part of the poem is broken by sudden outbursts. and 
the final e:f:feet is greater fo·r these surprise utterances. 
John Mccrae was another young soldier poet who lost hia 
life during the Fir.st World War. Lilce Brooke and Seeger. his 
best poem seemed to predict the forthcoming disaster. "In 
Flanders' Fields" waa written during the spring or 1915 on 
the Flanders front. Anothe.r soldi.er, an acquaintance of Mc-
crae. describes the beauty or Flanders' fields 1n spring-
time·: 
On the Fls.n.dera front 1n the earI::y Spring of 
1915. when the war had settled dcnm to trench 
fighting, two of the most noticeable 1'eatures 
o:r the field weN, first. the l~iant growth 
ot red poppies. appearing among the gravea o.t 
the .fallen soldiers, and second• that only one 
species of ·btrd-tbe la'Pks-remained on the 
.field during the fighting. As soon as the 
cannonading Ofped• the;y wou1d r1ae 1n the 
air. s1ng1ng • .l!> (Sgt., Charles E. Bisset) 
An Amer1-can not generall;y . considered a war poet but 
. I 
who wrote some great war poems la Vachel Lind8a7. ·Hia poeillt . 
"Abraham Lincoln Walka at Midnight.'' la now considered a mod-
el"n classic. It is especially a high school clasa1ci, aa 1a 
indicated by the fact that 1n almost Elvery antholog of Am-, 
eriean poetry for high schools it is to be found. 
15 · . . w. D. Ea.ton.• ed •• Great Poems 
1
ot the World War, P• 100. 
It i,s portentous. and a thing or state 
That here at mid.night , 1n our little town 
A mourning rigure walks• and 1'111 not rest, 
Near the old court-house pacing up and down, 
Or, by his home·stead, or 1n shadowed yards 
He lingers where his children uaed to play, 
Or through the market, on the well-worn stones 
He stalks until the dawn-stars burn away-. 
A bronzed• lank manl H1a suit of ancient black 
A famous high top-hat and a plain worn shawl 
Make h1m the quaint great figure that men love, 
The prtJ!rie-law,-er, master of us all. 
He cannot sleep upon his hillside now. 
He is among ua:-as 1n times before! 
And we who toss and lle awake for long 
Breathe deep, and start, to see him pass tht) door. 
His bead is bowed. He thinks on men and kings. 
Yea,. when the sick world cries_. how can he sleep? 
Too 11'.l&11Y peasants fight, they know not why, 
Too many homesteads 1n black terror weep. 
The sins of all the war lords burn his heart. 
He see.a the dreadnaughts scouring every main. 
He carries on h!.s sbawl•wrapp+d ahouldera now 
The bitte:r'lless, the folly• and the pa1n. 
He cannot rest until a spirlt-.dawn 
Shall comeJ-the shining hope of Europe !"ree: 
A league o!" sober !"olk• the W~rkers' Ea'J."th, 
Bringing long peace to Cernland, Alp, and Sea .• 
. It breaks hia heart that kings must murder still• 
Tba t all h1a hours o!" tran1l here f 'or men 
Seem yet 1n vain. And who will bring whl te peace 
That he may sleep upon his hill again? 
Perhaps the most laudable trait of thia poem is its magnir1-
. ' 
eent imagery. The de•or1pt1onis:;. usually 1n the form or im-
ages, are amazingly- trueJ each word seema t .o f'it e.xactl.y. 
Such mental pie tures as "A mourning figure walks," "quaint 
great :figure.," and ttvhite peace" are almost as sharp as 
phctograpba. Also, throughout the poem memorable passages. 
like the first quoted above. are to be found. Others in-
clude "A bronzed, lank man." and "quaint great figure." The 
whole poem is saturated with wonderfu1 lmagery and noble 
passages. Such phrases as "a mourning .figure" describe Lin-
coln to the American public almost as well as an entire para• 
graph on most great men. 
There is some alliteration: "well•worn" and "must ?llUl"-
der;..n ·The stanzas are in the .. ballad style and the metric 
system used is iambic pentameter. The poem rates high 1n 
clarity and value o:f communication, but there is not present 
that 1nmted1acy of sensation so obaracteristio of ree.lly great 
wai- poetry. Most o:f this poem is devoted to character sketch-
ing and deac.rlptlon. Only 1n the last part do we begin to 
.feel the emotional qualities and sense· the bitter truth o.f 
the existing world conditions. The language is beaut1t'ul• 
and the facts are true; and the "quaint great .figui-e" demands 
attention• but beyond t his the poem does not attempt to go. 
The simplicity of the phrasing does not lower the value of 
the poem; rather it adds to the portraiture of Lincoln• who 
was noted for his simple words and common sense. There can 
be little .doubt about the eontinuing popularity of this poem 
in America. It is simply the best American war poem that haa 
been produced on a natio.nal. figure. If for no other reaaon1 
it will be retained for its ·patriotic 1qual1t1aa. 
Any eollection of modern war poems would not be complete' 
without S1eg.fi-1ed S.assoon'a ttDreamers." In many ways it is 
the antithesis of "The Soldier•" yet it is unmistakably great. 
A deep passion runs throughout the poem with gathering moment~ 
near the end. It i s truly repres entativ.e of the modern atti-
tudes toward war. Despite this fact. however. there have been 
few poems to a pproach it in tone or quality. It succeeds 
where, ao many of its kind have failed. Unlike Brookets 
poem. "The Soldier,." it conceal.a nothiag of the ugliness 
and bitterness of war. Where Brooke listilla a feeling ot 
the horror of war with polished compas41ion and patriotic 
acceptance, Sieg!'ried Sass·oon savagely lashes out against 
the sacrifices being made. With him it is not so much a 
matter of patriotism or duty to one's eount:ry; it is the in-
d1v1dua1 who suffers and dies. Be7ond this Sassoon is not 
co.nee med. 
SolM :rs are c1t.1zena of death•s gray land• 
Drawing no dividend f'rom time's tomorrows,. 
In the great hour o:f deatltV' they stand• 
Each w1.th his teuda,, and :.fealousi.es,, a.rd 
S01"1'"0W8-. 
Soldiers are sworn to actlonJ they muat win 
Some flaming~ fatal :climax w~th their live_ e. 
Soldiers are dreamers J when the guna l:>egin 
They · think of :f'lrelit homea., clean beds, and 
wives. 
I see them in to_ ul dugouts,•. gnawed by .1'8.ta_• 
And 1n the ruined trenches# Irashed wit}l raln• 
DNaming of thlnga they did with balla and be.ta, 
And mocked by hopeless longing to regain 
Bank-holidays, and picture ahowa# and ape.ts, 
And going to the of:flce in the train. 
Sassoon speakes from bitter exper,ienee when he places the 
soldiers in "death's gray lan~ n · This metapho-r sets 1n 
motion the main. feeling of the poem. It is a teel.ing of 
hopelessness and utter, d,ejeotion. The.re can be no assur-
ance or 111'e after today-, nDrawi.ng no dividend :from time's 
tomo~ows#" yet each soldier must meet h1a maker• with "hie 
feuds• and jealousies. and sorrows,." in t hese "ruined ti-enchea." 
In almost eveey line is .found rich 1mage:ry: ":flaming• fatal 
climax~" "tirellt homea. clean beda,,t• "foul dugouts, gnawed. 
., . 
by" rats.'' "ruined trenehea., lashed with rain," and "going 
to the o.f.fie.e 1n the train .• " Ther e ~ several e:xampl.es 
or alliteration: "t1me1s tomorrmra," "tlam1ng fatal•" "balls 
and bats,'' and "shows, and apats.n E.x~les of metaphor in• 
a.lude "death's gray land.'r "time's tombl'l'OW8•" "great hour of 
destiny," and ".fatal climax." Eveey w:prd seems to have been 
ehosen with the utmost eareJ there is almost no end to the 
interpretation which could be g iv&n this poem. It i s a pas• 
s1onate protest against the stupldi~ of wa:r. It is 111gn1• 
.ficant t hat the poet. should list simp:Le• eveeyda7 enjoyments 
of lUe, in the latter part of the poem.9. instead of. the more 
private ones. for in this way he indicates even more complete-
ly his negative· attitude toward fighting •. 
Di ffering s omewhat from the other poems selected for 
this work,. S1eg1'l'1ed Sassoon' a 0 Dreamttrs'' secures the effect 
ot rhy'thm by tvocbaio pentameter. rt '1s a sonnet of two 
quatrains and a sestet• rbyrrdng abab oded efefef .• 
There has long been a dispute among critics whether a 
poet could write realistic war poetry without ever having 
been in combat. Some contend that the poetry- of those who 
have never seen action 1a l".l,Ot truly "war" poetry. This would 
J!leem. t-0 limit the scope t-0 a · particular type of the poetry of' 
war. F'or our purpose here. poetry is eona1dered war poot17 
when its mai n theme is closely concerned with war. regardless 
of the past experience or the poet. With this in mind we 
approach the next poem. It 1a written by a woman who gained 
her war experience on the home !'rontJ despite this fact the 
poem• " I n Distrust of Merits•" baa be~n hailed as the moat 
eloquent and most compassionate poem 01' the Second World War.16 
Strengthened to live~ strengthened to die :for 
medals an:d positioned v1etor1est 
They're fighting~ .fighting• fighting the blind 
man who thinks he seea .• -
who ennnot see that the ens1aver is 
~laved; the bat-er •. harmed. o shining a 
firm_ star. o . tunnil;tuoni, . 
ocean luhed till ani,.11 thi~s go 
as they w1u. the mountainous ' 
wave makes us who look, kn.ow 
depth. Lo·st at sea be·tore they ;foughtl o 
star o"£ Davidl'. star of Bethlehem• 
o black imperial. 11cm 
c:r the Lord~mblem 
of a risen world--bejoined at lasJ;. be 
jo1ned.. There 1s bate' a ci-own beneath which all la 
death; there·' a love ta without which none 
is king; the blessed deeds bless 
the ha1o. As contagion 
of sic.kneas makes sickness, 
contagion of trust can make trust. They're 
fighting 1n deserts and eaves, one by 
one• in battalions and squadrons; 
they're 1'1ght1ng that I 
.yet recover from the disease• m, 
Jsome have it lightlr~ some will die. 
volr to man?" And we devour 
ourselves'? The enemy could not 
have made a greater breach 1n our 
defense.a,. One pilot. 
ing a blind man can escape him,. but 
.Job dis.heartened by ra.ls·e comfqrt knew* 
that nothing is so defeating 
a.a a blind man who 
"Man's 
can see. 0 alive who a.re dead• vho are 
proud not to see . , .0 small dust of the ear th 
that walks so arrogantly, 
trust begets power and .faith ia 
an a:f:feationate th:ing. We 
vow~ we ma.kB thla promise 
to the .fighting-it's a promise-..."We'll 
never hate blacit. white• red,. y-ollow, Jew, 
Gentile• Untouchable." We are 
not competent to 
make our vows. With set jaw t hey are :figllting, 
16Lo;11,~ Untermeyer, ed.1 Modern American Poetcy; and 
Modern Br.tiah Poetry;. P·• J6tj. 
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fighting• .fighting,--some we love !whom we know. 
some· we love but know not--t~t 
heart.a may f eel and not be ~umb. 
It cures me; or am I what 
I c·an't believe in? Some 
in snow .• s ome on crags, s ome in qµ1ckaands., 
little by little• much by much• ' they 
are :fight ing .fight ing fighting ~t where 
there was death there mar . 
be . life. "Wben a man is Pl*eY to anger. 
he is moved b y outs 1de things J when he holds 
his ground in patience patience 
patience; that is aetion or' 
beauty," the soldier's def'ense 
and hardest armor for 
the. fight.. The world' a an oxwpban' a home. Shall 
we never have peace without so~ 
without pleas of the dying tor 
help th.at won't come? 0 
quiet :rorm up.on the duat. I cannot 
look and yet .I must. Ir these gmat patient 
dyings-all these a.gem.ea 
and wound.bearings and bloodr sh&d-
ean tea.eh us how to live• these 
dyings were not wasted. 
Hate-hardened heart. O heart of iron. 
iron is iron till it is rust .• 
The:re never was a var that was 
not inward:J I must 
rlght t111 I have eonque:red in n17se.lt what 
causes war. bu.t I voul.d not believe 1t. 
I inwardly did nothing. 
0 Iseariotlike crimel 
Beauty is everlasting 
and dust is for a time. 
In this free vei-se example of high human sentiment one can 
almost transfer the reeling of.' the inward battle that ia be-
ing waged. The repeated apostrophes ("o shining o firm star, 
O tumultuous•" "O star of David.'' "O black imperial. lion of 
the Lord.," "o alive who are dead.-" "O .amall dust ot the earth 
that walks so arrogantly•" "O quiet form upon the dust," "o 
heart o:r iron•" and "O Iscar1otl1ke crime" ) put force and 
bitterness 1n the otherwise compassionate prayer., The 1'8• 
!'erences to David, Job• and the Lord give the- poem a re-
ligioua quality that• in this particular instance. increases 
the value of the message. Underneath the surface of this 
poem runs an emotion built around the despicable condition 
of the world and the danger co~ront1ng mankind .. The per-
secution o~ Jew and Gentile• yellow and black• must cease . , . . 
("We/ vow, we make. this pPOlllise to the1 f1ght.1ng • .•• " ). 
A poem mentioned earlier 1n connection with Rupel't 
· Brooke's "The Scld1er•" and one ve.ey a1m1lar in sentiment. 
la Gervase Stewart's "I Burn for Engl8illd with a Living Flame." 
It is perhaps Worl.d War II•a nearest counterpart to "The 
Soldier." 
I burn tor Engl.and with a living .flame 
In the unca.ndl.ed da.rkneaa .of the night .• 
I share with her the .fau1t• who shal'Et her 
name. 
And to her light I add my leas-~ light. 
She ha.a m:, arm-who had m:r tather's arm. 
I burn for England• even as abe burna 
I n living flamet that when her peace is come 
Flame shall dee .roy whoever seeks to turn 
Her sacrifice to prof'1t-and the homes 
Of those who t ·ought-to wreckage, 
I n a war tor .freedom-who were never tree. 
Again., as 1n " The Soldier." the reader must realize the great 
extent o.f patriot.le sentiment poaaible 1n true lovers ot Eng-
land an.a other simllarl.y small nations. Imagex-y. deep 1'e1t . ._ . 
emotion- and beauty o.f expression make this .one Qt the best 
poems ,Y.t World War I I. Stewart's patriotic .fervor i'or Eng-
land is perfectly surmnarized in the t!..tle line, '!I b1iPn tor 
England with a living flame•" "Liv~ .flame" envisages all 
that love possible in a young soldier tor his country. Al-
t hough England bad her faults• she was still worthy o.f a 
patriot's eompl.ete love. The poet 1$ willing to do as h1a 
father d1d be.fore himJ he ' is ready to f i ght and die i'or hia 
country. "And to her light I add my le~ser light." 
This poem wa.a written during the t i me commonly re:ferred 
to as "The Battie of Britain•" 1n the early pan of World War 
II. Most o.f England was being bembed day and night. Stewa.rt 
rerers to the destruction ot the bombs and their after- a.f.feets • 
.tire• when he wrote, . n·r burn tor England even as she burns/ 
In J.1v1ng Flame ••• " He was a'W'8i'e o.f the px-ofiteering and 
wiekedness brought about by war. but heals willing to ''burn" 
in order that those profiteers of war would be destroyed. 
The poem ends on a note o.f de,paiPJ t~ war was be.ing :fought 
tor freedom., y-et those who fought were never .free. It is a 
.fitting exa11tple of the extent . to which modern war poetry bas 
gone toward pessimism since World WarI,. Brooke and Stewart 
at.ford perhaps the best eomparitJon available for this change. 
Another World War II poem,. this t ilme .from an American •. 
. is Karl Sbapiro'a ttN'estalgia." 
M7 aou1 stands at the window 0£ my- roam, 
And I ten thousand miles awity"J 
My days are filled with Ocean'a aound or doom• 
Salt and cloud and the bitter spray. 
Let the wind blow• for many a man shall die. 
My sel.fish youth• my booka with gUde:d edge-• 
Knowledge and all gaze down the atreetr · 
The potted plants upon . tmr vindo.w l edge 
Gue down w1 th sel.fish lives and sweet. 
Let the wind blOW'., for many a man shall die. 
My night is now her day I my day- hex- night. 
So I l.1e down, and sc I riseJ 
The sun burns elose.• tbe ,star is losing height. 
'The elook is hunted down the s k ies. 
Let the wind bl.ow• :for many a man s hall. die. 
Trul.y' a pin can make the memory bleed• 
A world. explode the inward mind 
And tum the sku1ls and flowers neve.r treed 
Into the air., no longer blind. 
Let the t-1ind blow. :for many a man shall die. 
Laughter and grief join hands. Always the heart 
Clumps 1n th. e breast with heavr strideJ 
The face grows lined and wrinklec;l like a cha.rt, 
The eyes bloodshot with tears and tide. 
Let the wind bl·ow• for many a man shall d1e. 
The meaning 1a clear·• and there is no mistaking the oom-
paaai.onate feeling. In stanzas of abab rhyme with a dark 
refrain• the poet remembers joy-s o'£ youth and early man-· 
hood ("My seUish youth• my books with gilded edge," "My 
night is now her day .... ").. There is some alliteration: 
"soul etanda,-" "ten thousand," "many a man." and nteara 
and tide." ilso, with noticeable eff-,t1 there is a gre~t 
deal of highly descriptive imagery: n0cean's sound o:t 
doom,.'' "The. petted plants upon. the window ledge/' . "The s\m. 
burns close,." "The oloo1' 1s hunted down the skiea•" ''Truly 
a pin can make the memory- bleed•" "Laughter and grief Join 
hand.a•" a~ "The eyes bloodshot with tears and tide." One 
de.acriptive simile appears 1n "The face grows lined and 
WPinkled like a chart .. " 
It ls hmned1ately apparent that th1s poem does not at-
tempt the depths that are achieved in "I Burn for Englani 
with a Living Flame" and "The Soldier•" It bas great clarity, 
however1 and the mes.sage eonmmnicated is important. 
A war poem much admired coday f'or 1 ts var1e"ty o~ re.rm 
.. 
and content is Archibald MaeLe1sh' s "Memorial. Rain." It 
waa WJ:>itton 1n 1930• but with all 1t.-1_modern innovationa 
,• 
and present-day theme it might have been written last yeai-. 
Al'llba.saadop Pu.Ber the ambaaaador 
Reminds h!maelf 1n French• felicitous tongue• 
What theee · (,-oung men no longer) lie he:rie .for 
In rows that once., and somewhere else., were young-
ill night 1n Brussels the wind bad tugged at my do~: 
I had heard the wind at rq door amd the trees strmig 
Taut. and to me who bad never bee! be.fore 
In that eountey- it was a strange ,1nd blowing 
Steadi ly• stiffening the wall.a, the floor., 
The roof of my t-oom. I had Mt slept :tor know1ng 
He too. dead,, waa a stranger 1n that land 
And .felt beneath the eax-th in the wind's fiowing 
A tightening o.f roots and would n9t understand• 
Remembering lake winds 1n Illino-ts. 
That strange wind. I had fel~ ·hi"3 bones 1n the aam 
Listening. 
-Reflects that these 9'ljoy-
Their country's gratitude• that deep repose• 
That peace no pain can break• no hurt destroy. 
That reat. that slee:p--
. . At Ghent the ,nnd rose. 
There was a smell o.f ram and beaj\7 drag 
O:t wind 1n the hedges but not as the wind. blows 
Over b-esh water when the waves ]Ag 
Foaming and the willows huddle and it will rain: 
I f'el t him waiting .• 
-•Indicates the flag 
Which (may he say) enisles in :B1lan~ra' plain 
Thia little :fJ.e.ld these happy, happy dead 
Have made America-
In the ripe grain 
The wind coiled glistening• da~d., fled• 
Dragging 1ta heavy bodyt at Waeli9:ghem 
The wind coiled 1n the graaa abO'V"e his. head: 
Wa1t1ng--11aten1ng-
-Ded1catea to them 
This earth their bones have hallowed, this last gift 
A grateful country-
Under the dl"'J' g~ss atem 
The words are b1urred. are th1ek,ned. the words aU-t 
Con.fused by the mQp of the .. wind, by the thin grating 
or anta under ·, the graa:a the minute . shift 
And tumbl.a of ~usty . . aeparat.1ng 
From dusty sand.· The rcota of' the grass strain• 
Tighten. the ea.rth is rigid, waite-he is waiting-
And suddenly. and all at once, the ra.inl 
The people aeatt.r, they run !nt9 houae•• the wind 
Ia trampled tmder the rain• shakes tree. is again 
trampled. The rain gathers, ~ing 1n thinned 
Spurts 0£ water that ravel 1n the dry sand 
Seeping into the sand lltlder the grass roots, seeping 
Between e.raeked boards to the bones or a clenched hand: 
The earth relaxes11 loosen.sJ he is sleeping• 
He rests. he ls qw.et. he sleeps ~ a strange land. 
Here Arch1bal4 MacLeish proves to be one of tll.$ most resource-
ful. techni.cians ot an experimental age J "he employs all ti. 
approved !'orms and invents several. of his ownJ extends the 
gamut of rhyme through dissonance and conaommc-e -·to hal..f., 
' ' . . . ' 
rhymel 1 ( "thin-eont1nue·s," "sun--:running/' · •d1sb-oftic1al•" 
and "star-ruu-b~")• Unmistakably great are the rhyming con-
r 
sona.nts and tmrhyming vowela ("lake•11.ke•" "vine-vane,:'' 
"wes.t•waste11 ) • Another effective technique utilised ia 1n.. ; 
terna.l rbyne. The style is el11ptical!1, but the figures are 
concreteJ without ·strain or exaggeration MacLei.sh uses ol'\lli-
naey language to suggest ext.rs.ordinary sensations and ab-
atrac t1ons. The poem 1a saturated with imagel"7 and memorable · 
aenae•1mpres.s1ona ("the trees atnng/ Taut." "a wind ••• 
atit'"f'ening the walls•/ The roof of my room," "There waa a 
smell or rain and heavy drag/.• .over fresh wa-ter when the 
waves lag/ Foaming and the willowa huddle and it will rain"). 
MaD7 exam.p1es of alliteration may be .found ( 0 been before-" 
"'Steadily• .stif:fenlng•" "peaee .••• pa1n.i" n sand sepa:ra.ting/t 
"rain ••• running•" and "cracked boal'ds ••• clenched hands"). 
In Lord Byro.n • a treatment of this subject 1n his Ch1.lde 
Raro-ldta P.1lezima.S!b Canto I II, he po~ra7s a festival 1n 
Brussels whieh was suddenly b r oken up by the newa of the 
Battle o:t Waterloo. The contra.at between Byron'• Belgi,n and 
MacLeishts is astonishing. Thel.'le is~ bit of the theatric.al. 
1n Byron• a poemJ MacLeish's contains nothing of this. The 
17 
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whole atmosphere has changed. 
Sinc·e the sensoriy experienee ls t0 be ga i ned by sugges-
tion• and this poem is definitely a maste.rp1ece of' suggestion• 
the clarity or eonmunicat1on ts eons.idered to be great des-
p1.te the elliptical style. The message communicated• that 
long speeches l!lade after one is dead do litt le goed1 1a V,1"'3' 
' 
valuable to ua in an a ge of high aoundlng phrases and vol• 
uminous speeches. The telling or th1•t. message 18, brought 
I, 
{ 
about in an ingenious manner: An outer story tells of Anibasaia.'9 
! 
dor Puser's making a very patriotic but empt,- speech in Flan-
ders' plain on Memorial Da7. This is done 1n two. three; and 
i"our line stanza s . and• interspersed, ia another s tor,. told 
by one close to a dead soldier buried 1n the plain. He be-
moans the fact that this fallen eontl'ade ia buried 1n a strange 
land. The two stories are linked to~ther artfully b1 refer-
ences to the locale and t he forthcom~ re.in• The inner stol"T 
is a suggested one. It insists up-0n the futility or speech-
making a fter one is gone. 
The l.a st poem to be c onsidered 1n thia d1scuas1on 1s one 
which drew considerable praise during the year s 01" the First. 
World War. It was a ~eat .favorite with the trench acldie:r 
and nemombatant alike.. Aoeording to w_. D. Eaton• editor and 
; 
anthologist. Edga?' A. Guest'• "Battle of Bel.leau Wood11 waa 
chosen as the Marines' favorite o.t all the Marine CoPpa verso 
composed during the war.1a 
It was thick with Prua:dan troo~ r•• i t was :foul 
with Gel'mall gtma J 
Evel"7 tree that cast a shadow was a . sheltering 
place for Huns. 
Death waa guarding evecy roadway . , death was watch-
ing eve'l.'y f1e1d., 
And behind each rise .of terrain was a rapid-:rire 
concealedJ 
But Uncle Sam' a Marine.a had orders: 0 Dr1 ve tha 
Boche .from where the7•re hid 
For the honor of Old Glor.v. take the wo:Ods l n and 
so they did. 
. -
I fancy ·b<>ne wlll tell it as the sto17 should be 
told-
Mone will ever do full j~tice t o those Yankee 
troOP.~ra bold. 
How ·they crawled upon their stomachs through the 
fields or golden wheat 
W1~h the bullets spitting at them. in that awful 
battl.e heat. 
It's a ta1e too big for writing; lt'a beyond the 
voice or pen. · 
But it glows among the splendor of the bravest 
deeds of men. 
It's .recorded as a battie,. but I tancy it will. live. 
As the brightest gem of courage human st:ruggles 
have to give. 
Inch by inc·~ the7 ere.wled to victory toward the 
flaming mounts of guna; 
Inch 'bJ" inch• they orawled to grapple with the barri-
caded HunaJ 
On through t"1elda that death vaa sweeping with a . 
murderous :r1.rte. tb&y went 
Till the Teuton llne was vanquished and the Ger-
man strength waa spent •. 
Ebbed and 1'loved the tides of battle as they've 
seldom done beforeJ . 
Slowly• surely, moved the Yankee~ aga..1nat all 
the odds of war •. 
For the honor of the fallen• :tor the glory of 
the dead_. . 
The l.1v1ng line of courage kept the i'a1tlt and 
moved ahead. 
They-'d been ordered not t ·o hlter. and when night 
came on they s1anxl 
With Old Glory proudly t1yim,g o•er the trees 
of Belleau Wood. 
While th1a is undoubtedly a faithful. ~ount of the Battle 
of Be11eau Wood, it is hardly poetry-. It might be classed 
ai?llp1y as patrtot1c* propaganda ve,rse. To the soldier it 
was poetry b.-callBft it rhymed; it waa greatbecause it told 
a story of a great battle. The language is simple.,. as 
Hardy's• but the.re the comparison ends. Guest simply tell.a 
a story. It is a su~ace story. Hardy tells surface stories 
incid.entallyJ under that surfao·.e be ccnceala a deeper mean-
.. 1ng. 
The "Battl.e of .Belleau Wood" ·ts a g,ood example of the 
ms.ny poems ~ch :are-~ pNliaed by the publ!.c but whioh 
' ' 
• .... !· 
cannot stand clos.e examination. They are popular because 
they treat, 1n vecy simple language•, spme incident or wide 
renown. Once the news value disappears the poe• drop :rrom 
sight. Onl.7 those poems which are clearly c·ommunicated. tell 
a worthwhile story or eor.mn:m.1cato a valuable ·sensation. and 




Model"tl war poetry, if 1 t 1a e·onsidered good6 , exem-
pl.Uiea three basic principles: It ha• great clarity in 
form and atyleJ 1t communicates a vort:tQ" mesaage; and it 
creates. an emotional expei-1enbe. There are not l?l8lQ' strict-
17 war poems which measure up to these basic criteria• and 
. 
al.l indications seem. to negate the chances for the produc-
tions of great war poems 1n the 1'ut'Ul'8~ 
During the course of this study it bas become apparent 
that man' a noblest creation• poetry. is not encouraged 1n 
an atm.oaphere of war. War plaeea ma~ind in a state or l'rus• 
trat1on, and poe,t17 ls best pJ.l'Oduced 1n an atmosphere of 
tmnqu111ty. The poets of today .are living 1n an al.ten world• 
unhappy and unwilling to continue to ~ite about the chaotic 
c.Obd1t1ona brought about b7 war. \ihe~ they produce poetry• 
it is seldom about warJ their wish 1s to get aa far away from 
the sub.ject of war aa posa1b1e. Th!JJ 1a one o:f the major 
Nn\SOM tor the. all.BU nuillber.,· o.t, existing modern war .Poems• 
or the dozen poems. discussed el.even have been rated from 
good to great. Rupert .Brooke' s "'!'he Soldier" is. considered 
by tbi.a Wl"iter to be the greatest.. with Ge:rvaae Stewart's ur 
Burn f"or England With a Living Flame" and Archibald MaoLe1ah's 
"Memor1a1 Rain" following at some dis~anse. Hardy's "In Time 
or 'The Break1ng of Nations•" 1a a1ao among the better poems. 
The last poem, of course., "Battle of Belleau Wood,"' is not 
to be considered among the others in poetic evaluation. It 
could not be considered great 1n any l~st of poems. 
It is noteworth;r that the best war poetry written dur-
ing both wars came from combatants, and• coincidentally per-
haps~ 1n almost ever!'y case the poet ~ killed. 111 action. 
Great war poetry baa been produced by nonc·ombatanta. however, 
cbaracter1st1cly enough. a woman noncombatant wrote one of 
A.m.eric-a•a f'oremost wa:P poems (MarianI* Moore's "In Distrust 
of Merit•). Vachel Lindsay and Ai-chi bald Mac:Leiah were aiso 
noncanba:tanta. 
In conelus1on, it is fitting to note that war poetry 1a 
af'tere.11 just poetry. The best of it will rank among the 
Nally great poems of all timeaJ the entire mass o:f it will 
l'8.tlg9 .trom mere verase to good poetry just as other types o.f 
poetry do. Perbap.a 1 t ls not desil'a.ble to distinguish war 
poe.try as a "type" J it might be classed with other poetry 
which di.ffera on1y 1n subject mat~, aa does nature poetey 
to ece:1ea1astlcal poetr,-. Correspondingly, it would be d1ft1• 
cult to set wap· poets aside as a type; most ·O'.f them wrote 
poetry- on sub jec~ta other than war. 
Finally* it should be pointed out that "war" poetJ."'1• as 
such• ia not essentially about war but about lmman values 
and the working or -- the human soul.. In th1a sense. all war 
poetJ7 might be reclasa:tf1ed as "human" poet17. 
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